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Stick war 2 order empire

Play in a web browser as one of the largest empires of Inamorta. Order, chaos or elementary empire. Flash strategy game that started it all. Play the original Stick War and free Inamorta! Play Stick War 2: Make the empire an epic flash sequel. The Rebels of Inamorta have allied against you, they might be
the least of their worries. We may use cookies to personalize your experience, including performing analytics and serving ads. For more information Alle ansehenSeitentransparenzFacebook möchte mit diesen Informationen transparenter machen, worum es bei dieser Seite geht. Hier erfährst du mehr zu
den Personen, die die Seiten verwalten und Beiträge darin posten. Alle ansehen Contents[show] Stick War 2 is a sequel to the original hit game from Stickpage, Stick War. Stick Empires is a multiplayer version of this game. It was released on November 30, 2012. Use your brain to attack your enemies to
win the game! The sedit order fence mutiny begins. Many years after the conquest, the Order Empire fell. The former unity she was once proud of was gone. All conquered nations rebelled and moved to distant lands. Several of them have restored their empires, and led by Magikill, they are ready to
challenge your control of Inamorta and regain what was once theirs. Now, as the leader of a weakened army, you must fight and regain your empire. But beware: Rebellion is not your only test. Chaos declared war even after the battle on no man's land. Shortly thereafter, the rebels will rejoin the Order. 
FactionEDitovat Three factions can be found in the game, although the player is allowed only to control order, later antagonist early game that abused his people, resulting in an uprising, another faction that planned to take down the dictatorial government. The order later became the protagonist during
the revelation of Chaos, which resulted in rebels and order to create one nation, returning their enemy to oblivion. OrderEdit Order began as a small and humble miner nation, surrounded by much stronger enemies like the archidons who were closest to the land of the Order at the time. Eventually, he
realized it was a sign of infiltration from much more powerful nations. StagesEdit Born To Die - The Speartons claim the WarEdit Spearton Empire has rebuilt to challenge order in battle, the first race into squabbles in rebellion. This is the level of teaching. The player will learn many basic commands and



many, much more complex ones during the game. Once Spearton's army is defeated, the player will be able to unlock Spearton units that are revealed as high-health tank soldiers. Swordwrath will help the Speartons at this level, like what they did for the Archidons and Shadowrath. It is not known why
they did not attack as one country, and decided to divide and help others, despite the nation crush the Order. The name of the level, Born to Die determines the pride of the Speartons and the willingness to die in battle because of their goal. This is also the motto of the Speartons in the Stick War 2 intro,
where the leader of the rebellion states that the Speartons were, born to die, but not before the enemy! At the same time in the introduction, one can see three Swordwrath fighting Spearton, mean three Swordwrath player receives at the beginning of the level, and the lone Spearton guards their army
statue.  Blot Out The Sun - Archidons Declare WarEdit The next stage shows the Archidons declaring war on order. The Order met a well-known empire, the Archidons. With the help of swords, the Archidons declared a war of order on Affilate Ad. The Order of Swordwrath still had weaknesses for the
Archidons, though not so much, but soon the Order was sent to the Speartons. Spearton's shields blocked their arrows, while infantry were sent to deal with the archidons. Soon they were defeated. Their light armour was their downfall. Silent Assassins - Ninjas Declare WarEdit Order encounters
shadowrath, a splinter group swordwrath that has learned ways of speed and stealth. They have two abilities: Fury, which increases their damage for consecutive hits on the enemy; a Stealth that grants Shadowrath invisibility and allows them to deal with a critical hit that also causes poison damage after
invisibility runs out. Magic in the Air- Wizards and Monks Declare WarEdit Order met another well-known empire, Magikill. In Conquest, the order defeated them and also took over their rebel base. Rebel Magikill rose up as the leader of the uprising and began training his wife in the art of healing the
creation of Merics.Edit Rebels UnitedEdit Order facing a united rebel army seeking to destroy the empire at Grassy Hills westwind. Even though the armies were even in the final standings, they won. This was the last battle between the Order and the Uprising. Chaos attacks After the uprising is defeated
the Order marches into no man's land to fight the giants only to meet a new enemy, chaos empire. The Order is the first empire that was available in Stick Empires. It is also applicable to any player, member or not, which is the most common empire used and the empire most extensively documented in
terms of data and strategy.  Order units fighting the Chaos Empire in Stick Wars 2. Order in Stick Empires is based on the Order of Older Single Player Games, in which it was the only empire for both players and AI. This initial concept is built on through each new version and has led to the Order of stick
empires as we see it now.   The content of [show] Units Two Gold Mining Order has 9 units, each of which performs a unique role – whether it's economic, melee, remote unit, air support or spellcaster. Miner Miner acts as an economic backbone Commission by providing most of the resources needed to
create and maintain an army. The miner is also able to perform a defensive role through the construction of the Miner Wall, which blocks enemy army movements and projectiles once fully built. The miner can be updated to increase health and speed, although with its woeful melee power and lack of
armor, using miners in combat is not a very wise tactical decision most of the time.  Swordwrath Swordwrath acts as an early-game unit for order, but with Rage and proper protection, Swordwrath can be a powerful mid-game unit. However, without swordwrath protection fails miserably in mid-late play
due to lack of armor, despite Swordwrath's high potential for damage. Archidon Archidon acts as a long-distance unit in order. It has one of the longest ranges in the game and can cause massive damage through kiting for pursuers. His ability, The Fire Arrows, also allows groups of Archidons to fire
volleys of burning arrows at enemies. That makes him the perfect candidate for the harassment department. However, Archidon has its flaws. Archidon's lack of health and armor means the Archidons require protection and rapid movement to avoid spells, DoT attacks, and close-range units. Meric Meric
acts as a healer of the order. It can restore lost health and cure the poison after the upgrade. However, Meric has low speed and lacks armour, so it cannot effectively defend itself against attacks from other combat units. Merics are thus best used where it is highly protected, because protective units offer
defenses for Merics, allowing them to treat those with lower health conditions. Merics will automatically target and treat the unit with the least health. Magikill Magikill acts as the main order spellcaster . It has three highly harmful spells of the area of action, the Electric Wall, which is the most harmful and
best used against slow or armored units, Blast, which causes immediate damage and has a very high radius, and Poison Spray has the highest range and is good for softening units and killing weaker units. Its damage potential is one of the highest of all units in the entire game. Magikill's only flaw is that
he lacks armour and speed, so he is easily killed in retreat (especially if he can't spell) the pursuers. Otherwise, it is a powerful spellcaster that can dominate the game if used correctly. Spearton Spearton acts as a defensive tank unit of the order. Its durability can be increased using a shield wall and can
literally stop enemies from accessing them using Shield Bash. With its great self-defense potential, high speeds and damage, it's a very versatile and powerful unit. Its use is highly recommended for offense and defense. Shadowrath Shadowrath acts as the assassin of the order. It is one of the fastest
units in the game, can avoid attacks and spells and sneak around enemies Kill key units with Shinobi (or if not, cause high damage along with the poison). It also has great damage potential due to its passive Fixate capability, which increases damage with each attack up to five attacks. However, due to
the lack of armour and the need for micro to maximize the power of Fixate, Shadowrath are quite unusual in the order of games.  Albowtross also referred to as The FlyingBow Man Albowtross performs the role of air support and anti-armour unit in order. It has a shorter range than Archidon, but with the
blazing bolts upgrade it has more damage potential, which increases the damage of all Albowtrosss attacks and also multiplies the damage caused by armour. After the in1.89 update, the upgrade can also burn enemies, which is very useful, although it also sacrificed a lot of damage. In fact, Albowtross is
more durable than one would think because of its own armour (ironic because of its role against armour) and two full health stripes, along with its flight, which means that only projectiles and spells can damage it. Some players will replace their Archidons with Albowtross late in the game. However, some
players still opt for the Archidons due to Albowtross' low speed and high cost. Enslaved giant Enslaved Giant acts as the main tank in order. It has the second highest health of any unit in the game, as well as being armoured, making it very durable. It is also large, which means it can block projectiles
aimed at air units, which is effective in protecting both air and ground units. It also has a fairly high malicious attack that can stun units. With their amazing refueling potential and strong offense, the Giants tend to be a regular tank in order games late in the game. However, it has its drawbacks: The Giants
take a long time to produce, and they also take a large amount of gold, not to mention upgrades. Giants are also slow, which means that AOE spells like Poison Spray and Electric Wall can be cast on giants, which does massive damage because they can't escape the effects of magic very quickly. History
In the original stick war game, the Order was a small nation from the eastern tip of Inamorty. Under pressure from the enemy nations swordwrath, archidons, speartons, and magikill, the Order embarked on a campaign through Inamorta, as the attack was the best defense. Along the way, the Order has
picked up to conquer the empires' technology, become skilled in its own weapons, and throw away its clubs. The last battle, the Last Stand, took place in the desert (western corner) area of Inamorta. All the nations were pushed back, and they came together to stop order. As soon as the statue of the
associated nations fell, the ultimate enemy tried to destroy the order, but the nation prevailed. These events lead to Stick War 2 - Order Empire. Order took control of all Inamorty, killing residents who dare to resist and laying waste in all villages. The nations that once ruled the country have now been
pushed back into the outskirts of Chaos and other deserted border areas. They decide to counterattack the order again. The first level (really tutorial) is a rematch of the order vs. Speartons. After suppressing this rebellion, the Order takes down the Archidons and then a new tribe of warriors called
Shadowrath, developed by a relative of the old Swordwrath. Magikill, now employs women of her nation like Merics, using the new forces of Blast, Poison Spray, and Electric Wall to try and stop, but order marches on. Another bloody battle is taking place in Westwind, where the nations that have been
pushed back are trying to end the campaign. Once again, they are defeated. The Order travels to the edge of chaos empire (No Man's Land), a place that previously traveled to stick wars, where they again come across the towering Giant. This time, however, Medusa is now unleashing the full anarchy of
the Empire of Chaos, because the order enslaved the giant. He promises to take over Inamorta and make the inhabitants slaves. There is a meeting of the previously conquered tribes. Magikill explains that they cannot face this new threat divided. Now they gather under one battalion of Inamorta (the
enslaved giant is also a member) to crush the new realm of Chaos. Through a series of ruthless battles with hideous creatures and deadly spells, they finally reach Medusa Castle. The entire Order outside the castle is suddenly killed by Medusa mass starvation, and now she must face Medusa in close
combat, but not close, because she must avoid her deadly eyes. Eventually Spearton beheads her and her spirit returns to the depths of hell to continue fighting in Stick Empires. Now, in order to access each user Stick Empires as the default empire, and units are derived from the original games in the
series, although many units have changed from their original forms and perform slightly different roles. Role.
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